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Local History Link 
Keeping you in touch during the coronavirus emergency                  No. 9 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
Welcome to edition No. 9 of Local History Link. We have some more interesting articles, which we hope will 
encourage you to put pen to paper – or finger to keypad! We’ve all enjoyed many interesting subjects – early 
schooldays memories, VE Day reminiscences, meeting astronauts, recipes, quizzes, etc. – but we could do 
with some more articles from you, including some featuring the earlier history of south-east Essex, perhaps 
going back to the medieval period and before. The area has an impressively historic past, so wrack your brains, 
explore your library, search the internet, and drop Jim a line. 
Articles, photos and favourite recipes, should be emailed to Jim at jsanctuary28@gmail.com or by post to 28 
Darlinghurst Grove, Leigh-on-Sea, SS9 3LG. As usual, keep safe, keep well – and keep alert! 

Tony, Tricia and Jim 
 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 

AN EVENING WITH TOMMY COOPER! 
 

Running a medical practice in 
Westcliff in the “nineteen-
seventies”, I would sometimes get a 
phone call from the stage-manager at 
the Cliffs Pavilion to tell me that one 
of the cast members was unwell and 
would I come and visit. I remember 
getting such a call one evening: 
“Please visit. One of the performers 
in the evening show has lost his 
voice.” 
Arriving at the Cliffs I was shown to 
one of the dressing rooms. As I 
entered, the face was instantly 
recognisable; it was Tommy 

Cooper! He appeared to be very depressed and there was a bottle of whisky on the table. He was clearly 
drinking heavily. Tommy said that his wife or a friend usually came with him, but this evening, he was alone. 
He said that he could not do the show that evening: “because the tricks are no good!” 
I sat there with him in silence for some time, wondering what I should do? Then I had an idea! “Mr. Cooper”, 
I said, “before I go, would you show me one of your tricks?” I picked up one of the tricks from the nearby 
table and gave it to him. Tommy executed the trick in his usual, eccentric style. I then picked a second trick 
for him to do, and then more and more tricks, which he performed in his brilliantly idiosyncratic style. After 
about 20 or 30 minutes, Tommy had done a whole lot of his tricks for me to watch.  
“Mr. Cooper” I said, “you will definitely be okay if you go on stage and perform these tricks in the show this 
evening.” I then left feeling quite bemused and wondering what would happen when the show started! 
The next morning, the stage manager phoned me: “Tommy gave his usual excellent performance in the 
evening show. Thank you!” 
Tommy Cooper was for me the funniest of all the comedians and many years later I learnt that he actually 
suffered from stage-fright and depression. Like many people, I got great pleasure from watching his shows 
and was pleased on that evening to be able to be of some slight help to him. Tony Bullock 
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VICTORIA POTTERY 
 
In the 19th century, many towns and villages had their own potteries, where bricks, tiles and other building 
materials, and also domestic ware, including flower pots, would be produced for use in the local community. 
Leigh was no exception. Victoria Pottery – earlier known as Phoenix Pottery – appears to have begun 
production in the 1820s. The pottery (see photo below) was situated on land south of Leigh Road, bounded 

by, what are now, Victor Drive and Leighcliff Road, lying to the east of the present site of The Grand Hotel. 
The brickfields extended to the east of the pottery and were said to be ‘not an attractive feature and much of 
the neighbourhood has lost its rural character’. Indeed, the tall bottle kiln would have been a dominant feature 
of the local landscape and could be seen from far and wide.  
Clay was dug in the vicinity, creating ponds, one of which became known as the Witch’s Pond or Doom Pond. 
Potteries were always sited close to a source of water, and it likely that a spring feeding the pond caused the 
problem with later building developments on the site of Victoria Pottery. Finer clay was imported by sea and 
landed from barges berthed at Bell Wharf, Victoria Wharf and Chalkwell beach. Manufactured products were 
despatched by sea from both Chalkwell Beach and a wharf on the foreshore south of the pottery, near the site 
of today’s Gypsy Bridge. The 1851 census records ten men and boys working at the pottery, although only 
three were local Leigh men. The other seven appear to have been potters from Lambeth and Battersea, where 
there were important potties. Some employees lived with their families in cottages on the site. 
From the 1860s, it appears that production was concentrated on bottles, preserve jars and drainage pipes, part 
of which was exported world-wide. The pottery closed in 1899 and its buildings, including the landmark kiln, 
were demolished, although some of the cottages survived until after the Second World War (see Kay 
Woodward’s article in Local History Link No. 2). 
Many country potteries allowed their throwers to produce decorative pieces at the end of the working day, 
often to use up surplus clay. Sometimes potters were allowed to keep the earnings from the sale of these items, 
but judging by the quantity of ornamental-ware produced at Victoria Pottery, this was likely to have been a 
significant contribution to the income of the pottery. The pottery was known mainly for its vases, which have 
a rough, sandy texture, with applied glazed leaves and flowers. 
The two ornamental Victoria Pottery pieces below are from my collection of English country pottery. The 
inkwell on the left is in the popular Victorian ‘rustic’ style.  A label on the base records that at one time it 
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belonged to Henry ‘Brubs’ Bridge, the local philanthropist and businessman, proprietor of Leigh Building 
Supply, who died in 1972. The vase on the right is unusual and quite rare as it features a bird in the design, 
rather than just flowers and leaves. Many more items from Victoria Pottery are on display at Southend 
Museum, Victoria Avenue. Jim Sanctuary 
 

 
 
 
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

Before giving you the answers to the Football Teams quiz, I have to make an 
apology to Dorothy and Malcolm. I wrongly attributed the quiz to Dorothy 
(who, I understand, was an excellent footballer!), when it was actually 
submitted by Malcolm. So, here are the answers: 
 
We set sail for the ORIENT In the old boat with a wooden HULL A girl leaning on the old MILLWALL 
waved as we sailed down the CLYDE which LEEDS to the sea. The CREWE were a rough-looking lot and 
showed off their ARSENAL of weapons. The trip made my MOTHERWELL, she had not had a holiday 
FORFAR too long and the sea AYR did her a lot of good. We took a young lad to our HEARTS who was 
doing STIRLING work, his job it was to STOKE the boilers but the rest of the crew sent him to COVENTRY 
as we helped him improve his READING. We landed on the SOUTHEND of the island where the natives 
BURY their dead, and met a group of prisoners who were BRECHIN rocks. We were told to watch out for 
some hungry WOLVES but we PRESTON regardless, crossing a field and another MANSFIELD. We saw 
some unhappy cows as they didn’t like having their HUDDERFIELD. We met the QUEEN OF THE SOUTH 
who was camping whilst her NEWCASTLE was being built as her CRYSTAL PALACE had collapsed when 
the WALSALL fell down. We found the treasure we came for, and before we sailed, we put the LUTON on 
board. The weather was BRIGHTON breezy. We ate some DUNDEE cake and later felt unwell. We thought 
it must have been some OLDHAM we had eaten. 
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

In today’s coronavirus world, here’s a very apt quote for all Local History 
Group gardeners: 
 

“To plant a garden is to believe in tomorrow.”   Audrey Hepburn 
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Tricia has sent in another of her favourite recipes. This time it’s MAMGU’S BARA 
BRITH, whatever that means! Still, it looks very tasty. 

 
 ½ pint of boiling water 
 3 tea bags 
 8 oz mixed dried fruit 
 6 oz soft brown sugar 
 8 oz self-raising flour 
 ½ teaspoon mixed spice 
 ½ teaspoon cinnamon 
 1 large egg 

 
 
Pour the boiling water over the tea bags and leave to brew for five minutes. 
 
Pour the tea over the mixed fruit and brown sugar and stir it, then leave overnight. 
 
In the morning, mix all the ingredients, slowly stirring in the beaten egg. 
 
Pour the mixture into a 2 lb loaf tin. 
 
Place in the middle of a fan oven temp at 140° for 1 to 1½ hours. 
 
Now eat and enjoy! 

 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 

HMS ‘BEAGLE’ – HER FINAL VOYAGE 
 

It was recently reported that the 19th century dock where Charles Darwin’s ship, HMS Beagle – see etching 
left – spent its final days, has been given 
protected status when it was found by a drone. 
The submerged mud dock, near Paglesham on 
the River Roach in Rochford, will now be 
protected against any unauthorised 
interference.  
Investigations into the vessel’s final resting 
place started in 2000, leading to speculation 
that HMS ‘Beagle’, famous for being the 
vessel on which Charles Darwin travelled on 
his expeditions, which formed the basis of his 
controversial book ‘On the Origin of the 
Species’, was lying in mud off the Essex coast 
near Rochford. 
Duncan Wilson, the chief executive of 

Historic England, which advised the Government to designate the site as a monument, said: "We are glad to 
see this site in a quiet corner of Essex given national protection. This is a fascinating example of a rare piece 
of maritime history linked to one of the world's most famous ships." 
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Although monuments are not graded like building and other structures, they are, by definition, all considered 
to be of national importance. Once a monument is scheduled, consent is required from the Secretary of State 
before any work is carried out to it. I am grateful to Rochford District Council for permission to publish the 
following from their website. Jim Sanctuary 
 
HMS Beagle returned to England in 1843. On her return, she was sent to Sheerness dockyard where she 
remained for the next 18 months. By this time the Beagle was 25 years old and despite having circumnavigated 
the globe, she was still relatively sound and there was one last role for her to play. On June 14th, 1845 the 
dockyard workers began to copper her bottom again and on July 11th 1845 she set sail from Sheerness on her 
very last voyage. A voyage which would see her next 25 years in Rochford district. 

HMS Beagle had been seconded by the Navy to the civilian coastguard service. She was refitted as a static 
coastguard watch vessel – a stationary observation post, for storage, and as quarters for the men of the 
service. The census returns for 1851 and 1861 detail the men, women and children who were born, lived and 
died on HMS Beagle and the parish records for St Peter’s in Paglesham show entries referencing coastguard 
families who lived on board the ship and also across the river on Foulness Island.  

At this time most cargos were conveyed by water. On the River Roach and its tributaries, there were many 
industries and trades: 

 Stambridge Mill where grain was ground into flour, where also supplies and freight for the nearby town of 
Rochford would be off-loaded at the quay; 

 Wakering brickfields; and 
 Paglesham oyster-fishery industry; there are also oyster pits on the marshes of Potton Island, Wakering, 

Barling, and further up the reaches of the Roach.  

In the mid-nineteenth century, Paglesham was a hive of industry in the oyster fishery business which was 
prevalent along the marshes of this part of the Essex coastline. As is the way of things, alongside the legitimate 
trading activity there was the illegitimate trade in smuggled goods from the continent. The tidal mud flats 
provided the perfect opportunity to off-load contraband and the Preventative Revenue Service (like a modern-
day coastguard) stationed several watch vessels along the eastern coast. Miles of coastline, low lying land, a 
network of tidal creeks, plus frequent sea mists, provided the perfect opportunity to move contraband inland 
from the continent. Smuggling prospered and the whole community conspired to keep it that way!  

The Beagle watch vessel was moored in the middle of a narrow passage of water as a visible deterrent, staffed 
by men from outside of the community which made them (theoretically, at least) less corruptible! And there 
the Beagle watch vessel remained – stripped of all her naval accoutrements and converted into an observation 
post with a “caboose” (kitchen and laundry facilities) and living quarters below for the coastguard men.  

In 1850, following a petition from local oyster merchants the Beagle was moved to the shore and tied up on 
the Paglesham side of the river. In 1859 the Royal Navy took over the operation of the coastguard (paying 
just £5 per year for maintenance of the ship) and all watch vessels were given numbers; H.M.S. Beagle became 
simply Watch Vessel 7.   

By 1870, the activities of smugglers were in decline and the number of watch vessels was cut. Records show 
that on 13th May,1870, Watch Vessel 7 – almost exactly 50 years after her launch – was sold to two local men 
from the Wakering/Foulness area to be broken up. And that’s where her story seemed to end.  

However, subsequent investigations into the records suggest that following salvage the Beagle was dismantled 
on the saltings where she lay. Artefacts have been found on site contemporary to the time and consistent with 
the use of a watch vessel. Folklore in this part of Essex supported this theory, but it wasn’t until the year 2000 
that science began to support it too.  

Using radar imaging technology, a team of researchers from St Andrew’s University led by Dr Robert Prescott 
found flicks of wood used to repair the local boat building shed and these bore marks tracing back to the 
Sheerness shipbuilding yard where HMS Beagle had been prepared prior to her locating in the Roach. 
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Working with Dr Prescott were local residents Ann Boulter and Rodney Chopin. They studied charts, explored 
old buildings and interviewed many people locally in Essex and from as far afield as the town of Darwin in 
North West Australia. Ann explored the saltings, searching for, and finding, artefacts around the Beagle site. 
In 2003, Rodney retrieved an Admiralty Patent Stream Anchor (since authenticated), of which the Beagle had 
four. In Paglesham, plans are afoot to re-site the anchor in the village, with an accompanying plaque.  

Dr Prescott had a close association with Professor Colin Pillinger – the brains behind the Beagle 2 Mars 
lander project. Beagle 2 being named, of course, after HMS Beagle. There was some discussion about whether 
burrowing technology that Professor Pillinger was planning to deploy on Mars could be used at Paglesham. 
But the budget was prohibitive and although active work on site stopped, interest in the overall project 
continued.  

In Spring 2015, Dr Julian Whitewright from the University of Southampton’s Centre for Marine Archaeology 
became involved with Rochford District Council and undertook a review of all the available evidence.  He 
concluded that it was likely that if the vessel was broken up in situ in Paglesham that there would be material 
still in the dock. The University of Southampton work involved coring into the mud-dock to a depth of 5m with 
a power-auger in August 2016, in five places along the rough centre-line of the dock – as best could be 
established from the ordnance survey records. Unfortunately, they found no evidence of any structure relating 
to the ship.  

In 2019 Historic England commissioned Wessex Archaeology to investigate the Paglesham mudflats thought 
to be the last resting place of the Beagle. Maritime archaeologists confirmed the location of the mud dock and 
a brick slope or ‘hard’ using geophysical surveys and an aerial survey by drone. The Rochford mud dock – a 
specifically cut mooring place in which a vessel rests on the bottom at low tide – was constructed sometime 
after 1847. Its outline, location and size match the indentation of the riverbank recorded on early Ordnance 
Survey maps. Despite what was probably once a common feature on England’s major waterways, particularly 
in the absence of designed dockyards, the locations of purpose-built mud docks are not well known. Only five 
mud docks are recorded in England. 

The remains of the berth in Paglesham where HMS Beagle is believed to have been dismantled has now been 
protected as a scheduled monument by Historic England.  

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 

WHAT HAPPENED IN ESSEX ON THE DAY YOU RECEIVE THIS EDITION OF LOCAL 
HISTORY LINK 

 
May 25th 1948 – The Government granted 
provisional approval for the creation of a new 
town with a population of 50,000 at the small 
village of Basildon (see photo left). It was to 
be one of eight ‘New Towns’ to be built in 
South-East England as a result of the chronic 
shortage of housing in London that existed 
before the Second World War and was 
exacerbated by substantial damage inflicted 
during the blitz, especially in the East End. 
The land designated for this purpose 
comprised an area measuring six miles long 
by three miles wide that would encompass 
the existing towns of Laindon and Pitsea.     
Jim Sanctuary 


